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� Semiconductor BaSnO3 tuned to be

a proton conductor.

� Single-phase semiconductor

BaSnO3 developed as the func-

tional electrolyte for SPFC.

� BaSnO3 reached a high proton

conductivity of 0.23 S cm�1 at

550 �C.

� BaSnO3 electrolyte fuel cell has

shown high-power output of

843 mW cm�2 at 550 �C.
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The use of ceramic semiconductors to serve as an efficient proton conductor is an evolving

approach in the novel emerging field of semiconductor protonic fuel cells (SPFCs). One of

the most critical challenges in SPFCs is to design a sufficient proton-conductivity of

0.1 S cm�1 below <600 �C. Here we report to tune the perovskite BaSnO3 (BSO), a semi-

conductor single-phase material, to be applied as a proton-conducting electrolyte for SPFC.

It was found that the oxygen vacancies play a vital role to promote proton transport while

the electronic short-circuiting issue of BSO semiconductor has been justified by the

Schottky junction mechanism at the anode/electrolyte interface. We have demonstrated a

SPFC device to deliver a maximum power density of 843 mW cm�2 with an ionic
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Perovskite oxide
Semiconductor protonic fuel cell

Oxygen vacancy

Proton transport
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conductivity of 0.23 S cm�1 for BSO at 550 �C. The oxygen vacancy formation by increasing

the annealing temperature helps to understand the proton transport mechanism in BSO

and such novel low-temperature SPFC (LT-SPFC).

© 2021 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
perovskite materials with rod and dumbbell shapes can be

Introduction

Efficient ion conducting electrolytes and electrodes have al-

ways captivated scientists due to their rapid start-up, high

power production, and long-term survival of solid oxide fuel

cells (SOFC) [1e5]. A principal ionic route used for SOFC elec-

trolytes, like LSGM (Lanthanum Gallate), GDC (Gadolinium-

doped ceria) and YSZ (ZrO2 stabilized 8% Y2O3), is diffusion via

bulk mostly impacted by the operating temperatures and

structural doping [4e9]. To produce thin YSZ electrolyte de-

vices for low-temperature operation diverse advanced thin

film technologies have been used, in addition, new materials

solve the issues associated to high-temperature operation

[10e13]. Recent breakthroughs in perovskite oxides have

resulted in the development of innovative techniques allow-

ing perovskites-based low temperature solid oxide fuel cells

(LT-SOFCs) with Hþ (proton) conduction. For instance, some

ceramic fuel cell performances were well verified at lower

temperatures, with significant output of 445 mW cm�2 at

500 �C having proton conducting electrolyte BCZYYb

(BaCe0.7Zr0.1Y0.1Yb0.1 O3-d) and a (O�2/Hþ/e�) triple ion/charge

conducting cathode BaCo0.4Fe0.4Zr0.1Y0.1O3-d (BCFZY) [14].

Another ground-breaking study on perovskites having Hþ

conduction demonstrated that SNO (SmNiO3) with an

adequate electronic and ionic conductivity as a SOFC elec-

trolyte can demonstrate a power output up to 225 mW cm�2

and an OCV (open-circuit voltage) up to 1.03 V at 500 �C [15].

With electrical conduction reduced by a filling-controlledMott

transition [15], SNO demonstrated the proton conduction be-

tween 300 and 500 �C, equivalent to the highest achieved

output till date. This intriguing research demonstrated that

the Hþ conducting perovskite-oxides are more expected to be

operated at lower temperatures that is from 350 �C to 550 �C
than conventional electrolytes used for SOFC. Recently, a

number of single-phase semiconducting materials have been

identified as viable SOFC electrolytes, including LCAO (Lix-
Co0.5Al0.5O2) in an arrangement of Ag/LCAO/Ag as a single-

layer fuel cell at 525 �C is capable of delivering proton con-

ductivity of approximately 0.1 S cm�1 along with the

180 mW cm�2 of the power output [16]. Chen et al. claimed

that using SrTiO3 as an electrolyte enables a 600 mW cm�2

output and that using LaeSrTiO3 (LST) as an electrolyte results

in a 0.22 S cm�1 superoxide ion conductorwith a 908mWcm�2

output at 550 �C [17,18]. Additionally, our group has recently

revealed superionic surface conduction in CeO2 and estab-

lished a mechanism called proton-shuttle at the CeO2 parti-

cles surface, achieving 0.16 S cm�1 of proton conductivity and

698 mW cm�2 of a high performance at 520 �C [19].

Tin-based perovskites materials have been widely utilized

for hydrogen production, Chen et al. demonstrated that SrSnO3
nning tin-based perovsk
//doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhyde
successfully employed for splitting of H2O and an optimal

photo-catalytic performance [20]. It has also been reported that

BSO with wide-bandgap can sustain electron-mobility (m) of

320 cm2 V�1 s�1 for a single crystal at room temperature and to

maintain such mobilities to unusually high electron density.

The exceptional mobility at 300 K is expected to rise from a

dispersive Sn 5s conduction band in combination with low

phonon scattering rates, signifying applications in power

electronics and transparent oxides due to its high electronic

conductivity [21e23].Whereas its ionic conduction and fuel cell

applications are lacking deeper investigation. Recently mate-

rials based on Sn have been studied as operating electrode

material for the SOFC application [24]. Thus, these perovskite

materials are discovered to be useful in a variety of energy

applications and have demonstrated promising outcomes.

The achievement of high-power densities and the identifi-

cationof charge transport pathways in thementionedmaterials

keep attracting scientist's attention. Despite of the fact, proton

conductors such as BaZrYO3 and BaCeZrYO3 perovskites were

invented about 40 years ago, however, their complete under-

standingof the ion transportmechanismis still unclear [25]. Ina

seminal publication [26], Goodenough proposed that the pri-

mary way to overcome the disadvantages associated with high

temperature operation is to shift the focus on novel materials

with sufficient ionic conductivity at low temperatures. Taking

these facts into account, we used the single-phase tin-based

semiconductor perovskite material BaSnO3 (BSO) as an electro-

lyte to explore the charge transport mechanism at low tem-

peratures of 550 �C. Although our group has employed tin-

perovskite-based Co-doped SrSnO3-d as an electrolyte mem-

brane forSOFCandobtained476mWcm�2poweroutputbut the

ion types, such as Hþ or O2�, the distinct ionic transport mech-

anisms in Co-doped SrSnO3-d remained unknown [27]. In this

work,wehave reported that a highprotonconductivity could be

achieved by tuning a tin-based perovskite BSO, a single-phase

semiconductor material, to be applied as an electrolyte mem-

brane. A maximum power density of 843 mW cm�2 was ach-

ievedbyapplying theBSOelectrolyte forSPFC,whichexhibiteda

highprotonconductivityof0.23Scm�1 forBSOat550 �C,without

any short circuit problem. The proton conduction verification

along with the mechanism, and the semiconductor BSO-SPFC

device working principle were further investigated.
Experimental

Materials synthesis

BaSnO3 samples were fabricated by a sol-gel method. To pre-

pare 2 g of BaSnO3, firstly an ethylene glycol and SnCl4$5H2O
ite as an electrolyte for semiconductor protonic fuel cells, Inter-
ne.2021.11.163
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Fig. 1 e XRD patterns of BSO-900, BSO-950, BSO-1000 and

BSO-1050.
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solutionwas prepared by dissolving 0.1M of SnCl4$5H2O (2.30 g)

into a 4Mof ethylene glycol (16.31 g) at room temperature. 0.1M

citric acid (12.62 g) was added into the solution, followed by

0.1 M BaCO3 (1.29 g) and agitated at 80 �C to a transparent so-

lution. The resultant solution was heated at 140 �C for 8 h,

giving a thick brown gel, which was then kept for auto com-

bustion at 350 �C for 4 h. The resulting powders were grounded

and then sintered in air for 4 h at 900 �C, 950 �C, 1000 �C, and
1050 �C respectively. The resultant samples were designated as

BSO-900, BSO-950, BSO-1000, and BSO-1050, respectively, and

were ready for further characterization.

Fuel cell fabrication

Ni-NCAL (Ni0.8Co0.15Al0.05LiO2)/BSO/NCAL-Ni cells were fabri-

cated by pressing BSO into the center of two Ni-NCAL spherical

foams. The NCAL was obtained from China's Tianjin Bamo

Science& Technology Joint Stock Co. NCAL paste was prepared

by using ethanol, terpineol, andNCAL powder and appliedwith

a brush to nickel foam on one side and kept in oven at 50 �C for

3 h for drying. Which was then used as electrodes with the

current collector of Ni attached to it. A BSO based fuel cell was

constructed by compacting a homogenous layer of BSO in the

middle of two electrodes (Ni-NCAL) for 10 s using a 200 MP

uniaxial stress in a configuration of Ni-NCAL/BSO/NCAL-Ni,

which was 1 mm thick and have 0.64 cm2 of active area. The

cell was tested after 1 h heat treatment at 550 �C by supplying

hydrogen (100 ml min�1) and air (110 ml min�1) as the fuel and

the oxidant respectively as shown in Fig. S1.

To verify the Hþ ion conductivity of the BSO-1050, a sepa-

rate configuration was made with the addition of two

BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2O3-d (BZCY) layers which act as oxygen-ion-

blocking layers that is Ni-NCAL/BZCY/BSO/BZCY/NCAL-Ni.

Material characterization

BSO samples were subjected to X-ray diffraction (XRD) utiliz-

ing a Bruker D8eFOCUS X-ray diffractometer (Germany) to

identify the crystalline structure. SEM (SU8010, Hitachi Japan)

was used to examine the morphology of the samples. The

microstructure of the samples, and their elemental/chemical

composition, were characterized via an energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscope (EDX, SU8010, Hitachi, Japan). XPS (X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy, Escalab 250Xi, Thermo Scientific,

Mass, US) was applied to determine the elemental-

composition. EIS spectroscopies (electrochemical impedance

spectrum) of BSO fuel cells were carried out using an elec-

trochemical workstation (Zennium E, Zahner, Germany).

10 mV (bias voltage) and a frequency range of 1 MHz to 0.01 Hz

was applied. Additionally, the IeP (current-power) and IeV

(current-voltage) characteristics were determined using a

ITECH8511tester (ITECH Electrical Co., LTD.).
Results and discussion

Crystalline structure and morphology

The XRD patterns of BSO-1050, BSO-1000, BSO-950, and BSO-

900 are presented in Fig. 1. All of the sample's diffraction
Please cite this article as: Akbar N et al., Tunning tin-based perovsk
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peaks closely match to the perovskite structures, indicating

that no impurity phase was occurred during preparation. The

following equation (1) was used to get the crystallite size (d).

d ¼ Kl/ (bcosq) (1)

where K, q, b and l are the constant 0.9, peak position, the

peak width at half maximum intensity and the wavelength of

the radiation, respectively. Using the Scherrer equation the

BSO sample's average crystallite sizes were calculated as 63,

70, 76, and 80 nm for BSO-900, BSO-950, BSO-1000, and BSO-

1050, respectively. Rietveld refinement analysis of the

BaSnO3 XRD data using Maud software is shown in Fig. S2

whereas the Rietveld analysis and the planer indexing are

given in Table S1 and S2 respectively. Atomic coordinates and

occupancies are given in Table S3. The fitting parameters ob-

tained after the refinement are c 2 ¼ 5.88, Rp ¼ 8.9%, Rwp ¼ 8.2.

The SEM images of BSO-900, BSO-950, BSO-1000 and BSO-

1050 samples are shown in Fig. 2a-d illustrate the structure

and morphology of BSO samples and reveal that the particles

are tightly agglomerated, and their rectangular and spherical

shape can be seen clearly. In addition, the particle size in-

creases with the increasing annealing temperatures. Whereas

microscale SEM image of the BSO-1050 sample in given in

Fig. S3. The EDS mapping images of BSO-1050 sample is pre-

sented in Fig. 2e-h, which illustrate homogeneous distribution

of Ba, Sn, and O elements throughout the specified region.

Fuel cell performance

The IeV (current-voltage) and IeP (current-power density)

curves of the BSO-1050, BSO-1000, BSO-950, and BSO-900 are

presented in Fig. 3a. According to the results the devices ach-

ieved a maximum power density of 843 mW cm�2 at 550 �C for

BSO-1050, which is much higher than the power density of the

other samples, which are 687, 610, and 521 mW cm�2 for BSO-

1000, BSO-950, and BSO-900, respectively. It is clear that the

formation of additional oxygen vacancies by increasing the
ite as an electrolyte for semiconductor protonic fuel cells, Inter-
e.2021.11.163
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Fig. 2 e SEM images of (a) BSO-1050, (b) BSO-1000, (c) BSO-950 and (d) BSO-900 (e) SEM image of BSO-1050 in higher

magnification, and elemental mapping of; (f) Ba, (g) Sn, and (h) O elements.

Fig. 3 e (a) Comparing IeV and IeP curves of devices based on BSO-1050, BSO-1000, BSO-950 and BSO-900 operated at 550 �C,
(bee) IeV and IeP curve of BSO-1050, BSO-1000, BSO-950 and BSO-900 fuel cells at different temperatures, and (f) cross-

section SEM image of the fuel cell with (BSO) electrolyte after fuel cell operation at 550 �C.
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Table 1 e EIS fitted results of BSO-1050 cell measured at
various temperatures under H2/air atmospheres.

Temperature (oC) Ro (U cm2) R1 (U cm2) R2 (U cm2)

550 0.12 0.2 0.32

520 0.14 0.23 0.42

490 0.2 0.22 1.5

460 0.35 0.17 2.6

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g en en e r g y x x x ( x x x x ) x x x 5
annealing temperature improves the overall BSO-1050 fuel cell

operation. This improvement is mainly because of the

increased Hþ conductivity of BSO; additionally, Hþ can be elec-

trochemically introduced into the BSO, during fuel cell opera-

tion, and Hþ charge carriers reduce the interfacial polarization

resistance. As a result, oxygen vacancies increase ion flux,

whichresults in increasedpoweroutput [19].Thecomparisonof

BSO-1050, BSO-1000, BSO-950, and BSO-900 (Fig. 3a) can clearly

depict that the increased annealing temperature has a direct

relation with the fuel cell output enhancement. The formation

of oxygen vacancies at higher annealing temperature promotes

the ion migration resulting in comparatively higher power

densities. Fig. 3bee illustrates further electrochemical charac-

teristics of the BSO-1050, BSO-1000, BSO-950, and BSO-900 as an

electrolyte-based cell at various temperatures. These cells

demonstrated a power output of more than 500 mW cm�2 at

550 �C, thus further supporting the electrolytic function of the

BSO. The cross-section SEM image of the fuel cell with BSO

electrolyte after fuel cell operation at 550 �C is presented in

Fig. 3f. Especially, BSO-1050 fuel cell exhibited a high power

density of 843 mW cm�2 and the voltage of 1.0 V at 550 �C, and
also by decreasing temperature (550e460 �C), the power and

OCV outputs decrease marginally, yet 200 mW cm�2 and up to

1.0 V is achieved at 460 �C, indicating a good LT-SPFC perfor-

mance [2,3].

Electrochemical and electrical conductivity analysis

The electrochemical impedance spectrum (EIS) study of BSO

based fuel cell at various temperature (460e550 �C) was car-

ried out and the results are shown in Fig. 4. Three contribu-

tions which can be realized by AC impedance spectra of a

typical solid-ionic conductor material: 1) bulk conduction is

reflected by the high frequency arc; 2) the grain boundary by

the intermediate frequency arc and 3) the electrode polariza-

tion process by low frequency arc [28]. The intercept on the

real axis (Z0) is proportional to R0 at higher frequencies. It is

mostly due to the resistance of the BSO layer, which is

responsible for ionic and electronic resistances, it increases

when annealing temperature decreased. As shown in Fig. 4a,
Fig. 4 e (a) Comparing EIS spectra of BSO-1050, BSO-1000, BSO-9

cells based on the samples BSO-1050 at various temperatures.
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the Ro of BSO-1050, BSO-1000, BSO-950, and BSO-900 samples

is 0.12, 0.13, 0.14, and 0.141 U cm2 at 550 �C, respectively. This
increase in area resistance values is another strong indication

of the ionic conductivity's dependency on the sample

annealing temperature. The equivalent circuit shown inside

Fig. 4b illustrates the contributions of electrodes (cathode and

anode) and electrolyte and Table 1 sums up all the simulated

area resistances of BSO-1050. Ro represents the ohmic resis-

tance of BSO-1050 electrolyte. The constant phase elements

(CPE) are represented by Q. The in-series elements R1Q1 (high

frequency arc) and R2Q2 (low frequency arc) are owing to the

two arcs of the EIS spectra as shown in Fig. 4b. The total

resistance (Rt) decreases as the temperature increasing from

460 to 550 �C [29,30]. Additionally, small grain boundary re-

sistances show that BSO-1050 has a high conductivity be-

tween 460 and 550 �C, which might be attributed by existence

of the high-ionic conduction phase. It can greatly reduce the

resistances of the grain boundaries of BSO with the high

annealing temperature.

Ionic conductivity

In Fig. 5a the electronic and ionic conductivity dependence of

sample BSO-1050 with respect to temperature is illustrated.

The total BSO-1050 conductivity (st) at different temperatures

was calculated with simulated Ro and R1 both ionic and elec-

tronic resistances are responsible for the total conductivity.

Additionally, ionic resistance of BSO samples was determined

by the linear slope of the IeV curves which can be seen in

Fig. 3b, as the ohmic polarization resistance is reflected by the
50 and BSO-900 fuel cells at 550 �C, (b) EIS spectra of the fuel

ite as an electrolyte for semiconductor protonic fuel cells, Inter-
e.2021.11.163
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Fig. 5 e (a) Ionic conductivities and electronic conductivities for the BSO-1050 sample as a function of 1000/T, (b)

Temperature dependence of the total conductivity of BSO samples.
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linear part in the central region, it is primarily determined by

the electrolyte's ion transport resistance [31]. At 550 �C,
0.23 S cm�1 ionic conductivity of BSO-1050 was obtained,

which is significantly higher than that of BSO-1000, BSO-950,

and BSO-900, obtained by subtracting the electronic conduc-

tivity form the total conductivity (Table 2). This demonstrates

that BSO-1050 ion conduction is much higher, which is one

order of the magnitude better than that of traditional Hþ

conducting materials such as BZY and BZCY under the same

conditions [32]. It is claimed that the critical pathway for ion

transport in our system relates to increasing oxygen va-

cancies. Fig. 5b also illustrates the temperature dependence of

the BSO-1050 total conductivities. From the linear fit in the

temperature range from 550 �C to 460 �C, the activation energy

(Ea) of BSO-1050 is calculated to be 0.34 eV which is notably

low. At low temperatures, the lower activation energy is due to

the lower chemical barrier for the reduction of oxygen which

helps the increased electro-catalytic performance [33].

To characterize the type of ion responsible for the fuel cell

performance and the role of O2�/Hþ in the BSO-1050 ionic

conductivity, the fuel cell device was examined at 550 �C in

various atmospheres like H2eO2, H2eN2 and N2eO2 for the

electrochemical performance [34]. Fig. 6a illustrates the EIS

results for the cell under various atmospheric conditions.

Cells exposed to H2eO2 have a total resistance of 0.6 U cm2,

and for N2eO2 and H2eN2 atmosphere, total resistances are

2.39 and 0.76 U cm2, respectively. Only Hþ ions can be able to

participate in H2eN2 atmosphere to the conductivity of the
Table 2 e Comparing ionic conductivities of BSO samples
at 550 �C.

Sample Total conductivitya

(S cm�1)
Electronic

conductivity
(S cm�1)

Ionic
conductivity

(S cm�1)

BSO-900 0.26 0.1 0.16

BSO-950 0.27 0.09 0.18

BSO-1000 0.30 0.09 0.21

BSO-1050 0.31 0.08 0.23

a The total conductivity is calculated from EIS results (Ro þ R1)

mentioned in Table 2.

Please cite this article as: Akbar N et al., Tunning tin-based perovsk
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cell, results are implying that protons are responsible for the

majority of ionic transport in the BSO-1050 electrolyte. Addi-

tionally, we studied and compared the BSO-1050 conductivity

in air-air conditions prior to and following the fuel cell oper-

ation. It can be seen that at 550 �C a shift from extremely high

resistivity to a very low resistivity of 0.5 Ucm2 is observed

(Fig. 6b). After H2eO2 injection, O2eO2was applied and kept for

half an hour before testing the EIS and after that N2eN2 was

applied and held for half an hour prior to testing the EIS. It was

observed that the total resistance in O2eO2 and N2eN2 atmo-

sphere (as shown in Fig. 6c) was lower throughout the test,

even after keeping for a long time. This finding also implies

that the rapid ion channels and the phase-transformation can

be preserved indefinitely, which benefits the cell's stability,

whereas the phase-transition is not reversible. In H2eO2 at-

mosphere the oxygen vacancies activation energy is

decreased for BSO-1050. Indeed, ion-electron coupling effects

the physical characteristics ofmaterial substantially, the BSO-

1050 super-ionic conduction is caused by the formation of ion

defects. The deep ion-electron coupling mechanism needs

further investigation in the future work.

To further confirmwhich type of charge-carrier participate

in a BSO-1050 we used the ion separation experiment [35e37].

To prevent the O2� ions migration a BZCY (a well-known

protonic material) layer was used in Ni-NCAL/BZCY/BSO-

1050/BZCY/NCAL-Ni configuration. This only allows Hþ ion

transportation and blocks e�/O2� to pass through the elec-

trolyte membrane. Thus Hþ ion transport in BSO-1050 can be

verified from the IeV curve displayed in Fig. 6d and the results

indicate that our device has proton dominant conduction. It

exhibits a Max. power density of 706 mW cm�2 and OCV of

1.08 V. Fuel cell performance achieved with BZCY-layers was

84% of that of without BZCY layer. The 16% loss is due to

additional interfaces created by introducing the BZCY in the

BZCY/BSO-1050/BZCY cell structure, resulting in power losses

at interface. This means that actual power output for the de-

vice with and without BZCY filters (layers) are comparable.

The above studies on BaSnO3 show the semiconductor

possesses some electronic conduction along with the ionic

conduction as it can be seen in Fig. 5a. For the conventional

electrolyte it is known that internal electronic conduction

has negative effect on the SOFCs operation. For that reason,
ite as an electrolyte for semiconductor protonic fuel cells, Inter-
ne.2021.11.163
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in conventional fuel cell an electrolyte divider is applied as

an electron blocker but in our case the Schottky junction

barrier assists to block the electrons to pass the metal and

semiconductor interface, which helps to prevent the short-

circuit problem. As it is known that the NCAL (anode) is

reduced to metallic Ni when placed in hydrogen atmosphere

creating a metal-semiconductor contact with the semi-

conductor BaSnO3 electrolyte, which can build a space-

charge region to build a barrier which ceases e� transport

[38]. Mostly, the work functions of semiconductor (Fs) and

metal (Fm) define the nature of metal-semiconductor (M�S)

contact. When work functions metal is greater than the

work function of semiconductor (Fm > Fs) the electrons

nearby the metal will migrate from the semiconductor to

attain the thermal equilibrium, which creates a barrier

height (eVBN) at the interface of M�S to cease the electron

transport through the Ni (metal)-BaSnO3 (n-type) semi-

conductor interface [39]. The IeV curve of the junction in

bias voltage (see Fig. 7a) can confirm the Schottky junction

formation. To authenticate this junction formation, the

corresponding currents as a function of bias voltage for

NCAL-Ni/BSO half-cell were noted under air and H2 atmo-

sphere at 550 �C on the side of NCAL. At the sides of half-

cell, a bias voltage was applied, and the response of cur-

rent was noted. These operations under air and H2 condi-

tions models the behavior of the fuel cell before and under

H2 operation. As shown in the Fig. 7a (inset), the current

shows a linear behavior in air by varying the bias voltage,
Please cite this article as: Akbar N et al., Tunning tin-based perovsk
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which suggests that there is no junction formation in be-

tween the NCAL and BSO before operation but as the H2 was

supplied as shown in Fig. 8a, an obvious rectified curve is

obtained [40], indicating a Schottky barrier between reduced

NCAL anode and BSO electrolyte. This behavior of rectifi-

cation can be attributed to the formation of the Schottky

barrier of anodic Ni and BSO [41]. Fig. 7b presents a sche-

matic diagram of the Ni/BSO Schottky barrier to illustrate

the mechanism behind the electron blockage. The Ni/BSO

junction barrier height will serve to block the electron to

cross the anode/electrolyte interface, and possibly offer an

electric field to transport ion [38]. This can partly deduce the

reason behind the high-power outputs and OCV despite of

having high electronic ion conduction detected in BSO.

Additionally, XPS was implied to determine the electron

state of BSO samples. The spectra of BSO-900, BSO-950, BSO-

1000, and BSO-1050 samples are shown in Fig. 8a. The

spectra of the samples reveal the presence of Ba, Sn, and O

elements; the C element seen in the spectra is most likely

originated due to the surface-active agent produced between

the reaction. O 1s spectra peak values (table S4) at 529 eV and

531 eV in Fig. 8bee demonstrates the oxygen element's
chemical-environment of the oxygen element is notably

different in BSO-1050 and other samples, as indicated by de-

viation of shape and peak position which can be due to the

formation of more oxygen vacancies. This O 1s spectra can be

subdivided into two distinct components: OC (chemically

absorbed oxygen) and OL (lattice oxygen) [42].
ite as an electrolyte for semiconductor protonic fuel cells, Inter-
e.2021.11.163
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Fig. 7 e The response current as a function of bias voltage for the NCAL-Ni/BSO half cell (a) in H2 atmosphere and in air

(inset). (b) Schematic diagram of the Ni/BSO Schottky junction and energy band structure of BSO fuel cell.

Fig. 8 e (a) XPS spectra of BSO, (bee) O 1s scan of all 4 samples BSO-1050, BSO-1000, BSO-950 and BSO-900.
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Oxygen vacancies can serve as active catalytic sites for Hþ

conduction to dissociate water and hydrogen at BaSnO3 sur-

face, resulting in the formation of two hydroxyl form (OH) Hþ

defects (Eqs. (2) and (3)).

H2 þ2Ox
o/2OHo þ 2e (2)

H2OðgÞ þV::
o þOx

o þ/2OHo (3)

This makes BSO an excellent proton carrier, allowing the

development of new functionalities based on these features.

As shown in Eqs. (2) and (3), oxygen vacancies are vital for

proton conduction. Fig. 8b shows that BSO-1050 has the

highest oxygen vacancy Area2: Area1 ratio of BSO1050 sample,
Please cite this article as: Akbar N et al., Tunning tin-based perovsk
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which is 0.98 to be much higher as compared to 0.83, 0.81, and

0.75 for BSO-1000, BSO-950, and BSO-900, respectively

(Fig. 8cee). The enhancement in the Area2: Area1 ratio with

the increase in annealing temperature, reveals that the con-

centration of oxygen vacancies increases with the annealing

temperature [43]. The increase in oxygen vacancies facilitates

the proton ion conduction [18]. XPS O 1s spectra demonstrate

that all samples have an adequate amount of oxygen vacancy

associated with proton transport, the concentration of the

oxygen vacancies increases as the annealing temperature

increased. The variance of the chemical-environment causes

the difference in the position of the lattice oxygenwithin BSO.

It is worth mentioning that the increased oxygen vacancies
ite as an electrolyte for semiconductor protonic fuel cells, Inter-
ne.2021.11.163
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benefit thematerial's catalytic activity which eases the proton

transport in the fuel cell [44].
Conclusion

This work has demonstrated a new approach to tune semi-

conducting perovskite BSO to proton conducting electrolyte,

whichhas exhibitedahighproton conductivity of 0.23 S cm�1 at

550 �C. Inaddition,wehaveemployedamethodologyto improve

proton transport via induced oxygen vacancies by controlling

annealing temperatures. The annealed BSO at comparatively

higher temperature (1050 �C) has displayed highest proton

conductivity and device power output than those of other

samples BSO-1000, BSO-950 and BSO-900 because the increased

oxygen vacancies in BSO-1050 can help to promote proton

transport.TheBSO-1050appliedasanelectrolyte for fuel cellhas

exhibited anOCV of 1.1 V and power density of 843mWcm�2 at

550 �C. The high OCV near to the theoretical value proves the

successful tuningof the semiconductor intoaprotonconductor.

Ourwork offers a scheme to tune semiconducting perovskite to

aprotonconductor anda general understanding concerning the

enhancement in the proton conduction by aid of the formation

of oxygen vacancies which can be controlled by increasing

annealing temperature.
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